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Fast-response, polarization-independent, and hysteresis-free phase-only modulation using a
normal-mode polymer-stabilized cholesteric texture �PSCT� is demonstrated. Although the
remaining phase change in the high-voltage regime is small, it is still useful for making
microdevices. Polarization-independent tunable-focus microlens arrays using such a PSCT are
demonstrated. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2037191�

I. INTRODUCTION

Polarization-independent and fast-response phase modu-
lation is particularly desirable for photonic devices such as
tunable-focus lens, grating, prism, and spatial light modula-
tors. The most commonly employed phase-only liquid-
crystal �LC� modulator is the homogeneous-aligned cell. The
homogeneous cell provides a large phase change �normally
2��, however, this phase change is polarization sensitive and
the response time which depends on the cell gap is relatively
slow ��10 ms�. The use of a linear polarizer reduces the
light transmission by more than 50%.

Only a few approaches for achieving polarization-
independent phase modulation have been discovered, for in-
stance, the 90° twisted nematic cell operated at a voltage 3
� higher than the threshold voltage,1,2 nanoscale polymer-
dispersed liquid crystal �nano-PDLC�,3 and PDLC at a volt-
age higher than the saturation voltage �Vs�.

4 A common prob-
lem of these methods is that the phase change is relatively
small and the operating voltage is quite high. Although the
phase change is small, it is still useful for making microde-
vices such as tunable-focus microlens arrays. Thus, more
polarization-independent light modulation mechanisms need
to be developed.

In this paper, we find another polarization-independent
phase modulation mechanism using a polymer-stabilized
cholesteric texture �PSCT�. PSCT has been studied for dis-
play and privacy window applications for more than a
decade.5,6 Both normal-mode7 and reversed-mode8–12 PSCT
devices have been developed. Usually a normal-mode PSCT
is operated at a voltage below the saturation voltage where
the maximum transmittance is first reached. In this paper, we
find that a small phase modulation is available in the V
�Vs region. Moreover, this phase change is polarization in-
dependent, hysteresis free, and has submillisecond response
time. To demonstrate the usefulness of this polarization-
independent phase modulation, we fabricated microlens ar-
rays based on the above-mentioned PSCT. The focal length
is tunable from 3.5 to 5 cm when the voltage is switched
from 180 to 80Vrms.

II. EXPERIMENT

To prepare a normal-mode PSCT cell, we mixed nematic
LC E44 ��n=0.26, Merck�, CB15 �a chiral agent�, and a
diacrylate monomer �bisphenol-A-dimethacrylate� at 90.25:
5.75: 4 wt % ratios. The mixture was injected into an empty
cell whose inner surfaces were coated with a thin indium-tin-
oxide �ITO� electrode only. The cell gap was controlled at
d=25 �m. During UV exposure, the filled cell was biased at
V=40Vrms �1-kHz sinusoidal waves� so that the LC directors
and monomer were reoriented nearly perpendicular to the
substrates. The UV ���365 nm� intensity was controlled at
I�15 mW/cm2 and the exposure time was 1 h. The UV
curing process took place at room temperature �T�23°C�.

Figure 1 illustrates the operation mechanism of a
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FIG. 1. The operation mechanism of PSCT at �a�V=0, �b�V1�VS, and �c�
V2�V1. The residual phase between �b� and �c� can be used for phase
modulator.
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normal-mode PSCT. To achieve a normal-mode operation,
the LC cell was illuminated by an UV light in the homeotro-
pic state with the presence of a bias voltage �40Vrms�. When
the polymerization process is completed, the applied voltage
is removed and then the focal conic texture is formed owning
to the competition between the intrinsic spiral structure and
the polymer constraint, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. In this state,
the cell is translucent because of strong light scattering origi-
nated from the polydomain focal conic structures. As the
voltage reaches the saturation voltage, the electric field un-
winds and transforms the spiral LC structures into a nearly
homeotropic state. Under such a circumstance, the PSCT cell
is transparent, as shown in Fig. 1�b�. As the voltage exceeds
VS, more LC directors are aligned vertically, as shown in Fig.
1�c�. Although the phase change between Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�
is small, it is scattering free, polarization independent, hys-
teresis free, and has a fast response time.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In experiment, we measured the transmittance of the
PSCT cell using an unpolarized He–Ne laser ��=633 nm�
beam. No polarizer was used. A large-area photodiode detec-
tor was placed at �30 cm behind the sample, which corre-
sponds to an �2° collection angle. A computer-controlled
LABVIEW data acquisition system was used for driving the
sample and recording the light transmittance. Figure 2 plots
the voltage-dependent transmittance of the normal-mode
PSCT. The PSCT shows a severe hysteresis effect when the
voltage is ramped up �black line� and down �dotted line�. In
the low-voltage regime, the PSCT scatters light strongly so
that the transmittance is low and the sample appears translu-
cent. As the voltage reaches the saturation voltage VS

�40Vrms, the PSCT cell becomes highly transparent. In gen-
eral, the saturation voltage is determined by the chiral dopant
and monomer concentration, LC material, and cell gap. As
shown in Fig. 2, the hysteresis is negligible when V�VS.

A. Phase change

To characterize the phase change of PSCT, we measured
the transmittance of the PSCT cell under crossed- and
parallel-polarizer conditions. Results are plotted in Fig. 3.
Below 40Vrms, the cell scatters light. Beyond 40Vrms, the
transmittance �T�� for the crossed polarizers gradually de-
creases and T� increases for the parallel polarizers. This is a
clear evidence that the phase modulation exists when the

applied voltage exceeds the saturation voltage. Besides,
when we rotate the PSCT cell between the polarizers, the
transmittance curves remain unchanged. That means the
PSCT phase modulator is indeed polarization independent.

The phase change ��� of the PSCT cell can be calculated
from following equation:13

� = 2 tan−1�T�/T� , �1�

where T� and T� represent the transmittance under the
crossed- and parallel-polarizer configurations, respectively.
Figure 4 depicts the measured voltage-dependent phase
change of the PSCT cell. The available phase decreases
gradually with increased voltage because the LC directors
are continuously reoriented by the electric field, as schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 1�c�. The total phase change between 40
and 160Vrms is �0.025�. A higher voltage is required for
getting more phase change. Although the residual phase
change is small, it is still useful for making microdevices
such as microlens arrays, micrograting, and microprism.

The residual phase can be increased by using a higher
birefringence LC, larger cell gap, higher LC concentration,
or higher curing temperature. The first two factors are obvi-
ous, but the last two needs some explanations. Based on our
experimental results, the phase can be boosted by �2� as
we increase the LC concentration from 90.25 to 93.61 wt %
while reducing the chiral dopant from 5.75 to 3.39 wt % and
polymer from 4 to 3 wt %. The reduction of chiral dopant
and polymer lowers the saturation voltage. As a result, the
remaining phase increases. The tradeoff is the increased hys-
teresis. The curing temperature also has an important effect
on the residual phase. At a given curing voltage, the domain

FIG. 2. The voltage-dependent transmittance of a PSCT cell with increasing
voltage �black line� and decreasing voltage �dotted line�. FIG. 3. The voltage-dependent transmittance of a PSCT cell between

crossed polarizers �black line, left ordinate� and parallel polarizers �dotted
line, right ordinate�. f =1 kHz, �=633 nm, and cell gap d=25 �m.

FIG. 4. Measured voltage-dependent phase shift of the E44 PSCT cell we
prepared. Cell gap d=25 �m.
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size increases as the curing temperature increases14 which, in
turn, lowers the saturation voltage. Therefore, the remaining
phase increases. Our experimental results show that the
phase is increased by �2–3� when the curing temperature
is increased by �20 °C.

B. Response time

Next, we measured the response time of our PSCT phase
modulator by using a square-wave voltage burst at f
=10 kHz between 40 and 160Vrms. The measured rise time is
�75 �s and decay time is �793 �s. The very fast rise time
originates from the high operating voltage �160Vrms� and the
submillisecond decay time from the relatively high bias volt-
age �40Vrms� and the twist power of the chiral dopant and the
polymer network.

C. Microlens arrays

To demonstrate the usefulness of this small residual
phase change, we made a two-dimensional �2D� microlens
array using the normal-mode PSCT as electro-optics me-
dium. The fabrication method is similar to that reported
earlier.15 First, we used the lamination method to prepare a
polymer microlens arrays with NOA65 �Norland, np=1.524�.
The radius of curvature and the radius of aperture of each
microlens are �950 and 222 �m, respectively. Second, we
filled our LC/polymer/chiral mixture into the polymer micro-
lens array cavities. Third, the cell was sealed with a top
ITO-glass substrate. Finally, the cell was biased at �140Vrms

during the UV curing process.
To characterize the focusing properties, a collimated un-

polarized He–Ne laser beam was used to illuminate the
PSCT microlens arrays and then a charge-coupled device
�CCD� camera was used for detecting the transmitted light.
The focusing properties of the PSCT microlens arrays at 0
and 180Vrms are shown in Fig. 5. At V=0, the imaging prop-
erty is obscured because of the strong light scattering. At V
=180Vrms, clear focal spots appear. Moreover, the focal
length of the patterned microlens arrays is tunable by the
applied voltage. The focal length is 3.5 cm at V=180Vrms and
increases to 5 cm at V�80Vrms. Based on this result, we can
calculate the effective refractive index of the PSCT using the
following equation:

f = R2/2d�neff − np� , �2�

where f is focal length of the lens, R is the radius of the
microlens aperture, d is the LC thickness �the maximum

thickness is �26 �m�, and neff is the effective refractive in-
dex of the PSCT. Plugging in the known values of f ,R ,d and
np to Eq. �2�, we find neff�1.551 at 180Vrms. This value is
reasonable because it should satisfy the following relation-
ship: n0	neff�Vrms�	 �2n0+ne� /3, where n0=1.53 and ne

=1.79. From the above equation, the focal length of a micro-
lens depends on the lens radius and thickness and the LC
effective birefringence. To obtain a shorter focal length, we
could reduce the lens diameter, use a higher birefringence
LC, or increase the LC lens thickness. The shortcoming of
using a thick LC layer is the increased operating voltage. A
simpler solution is to employ a high birefringence and low-
threshold-voltage PSCT.

Figure 6 plots the voltage-dependent focal length of the
PSCT microlens arrays. The focal length of our lens array is
polarization independent and is tunable from 3.5 to 5 cm
when the voltage is switched from 180 to 80Vrms.

The PSCT-based phase modulator exhibits an �4�
lower threshold voltage ��1.6 V/�m� than the nano-PDLC
phase modulator3 ��6 V/�m� because of its larger domain
size. The response time is somewhat slower but still compa-
rable to that of nano-PDLC phase modulators. In comparison
to a conventional PDLC phase modulator,4 the PSCT exhib-
its a faster response time because the chiral dopant provides
an extra force to assist the LC relaxations. However, it is also
due to the chiral dopant the PSCT threshold voltage is higher
than that of a PDLC phase modulator.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a polarization-independent,
scattering-free, hysteresis-free, and fast-response PSCT-
based phase modulator. Although the operating voltage is
high and the residual phase is small, the PSCT is still useful
for making microdevices. PSCT-based tunable-focus micro-
lens arrays are demonstrated.
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